
UOSA IFB 21-02 Asphalt, Concrete, and Caulking Services 
Addendum #1 
ATTACHMENT A 
 
 
Q: What is the average amount of each task order?  
A: Past task orders have varied from $3,500 to $500K. 
  
Q: Will each task order be at least one day's work?  
A: UOSA will strive to ensure that each task order will be for at least one day’s work; 

However if that is not possible, UOSA will ensure that mobilization costs will be as 
economical as possible to the amount of work requested.   

  
Q: Will there be a minimum amount for each task order?  
A: No, but task orders requested will make mobilization costs economical to the amount of 

work requested. 
  
Q: What does the UOSA plan/budget a year for these types of projects?  
A: Projects are based on dollars allocated annually by the supporting jurisdictions.  Because 

of that, UOSA cannot state any outyear budget or funding plans.  
  
Q: Can you provide an example to where the liquidated damage clause will be applied and 

how much?   
A: The liquidated damages clause is included in case any projects arise where time is of the 

essence and UOSA has an urgent need which must be met within a specified timeframe.  
Any use of liquidated damages clauses will be indicated at the time of request for pricing 
and UOSA and the Contractor will work together to negotiation an appropriate use of the 
clause at that time.  To date, UOSA has not used the liquidated damages clause on any 
asphalt, concrete or caulking projects.  It is simply there for an allowance in case it is 
ever needed.  It does not apply to bid pricing or the submission of this IFB, other than the 
Contractor’s indication of understanding that it exists and could be used if necessary.   

  
Q: In your definitions for #5, #6 you reference Square Yard Inch, however on bid tabs the 

unit is S.Y. please advise on which is correct.  
A: Square Yard at a one inch depth. If depth required is greater, the calculation can be 

extrapolated. 
  
Q: Asphalt Items 4, 4A, 5, 5A, 6, 6A: speak on asphalt placement.  Are these items inclusive 

of the excavation, or these items are just for placement of material?  
A: Material only; excavation is addressed separately. 
  
Q: Are there any pictures for the different types of cracks? especially the vertical cracks? 
A: UOSA does not have any readily available pictures. At the time UOSA requests quotes 

for work, any pictures or supporting documentation will be provided with Task order or 
upon a site visit. ‘Basis for Measurement and Payment’ delineates the most common 
cracks to be encountered. 



 

Q: The bid item sheet item 32d has an item for milling the existing asphalt per square yard. 
Can you provide us the depth that needs to be milled?  

A: Definition for 32d lists 2 inches for quoting purposes. This can vary based on the type of 
road surface, but these will be further delineated when a task order is issued. 


